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BANKS PENINSULA CONSERVATION TRUST TRUSTEES & STAFF
Penny Carnaby (Chair) is an enthusiastic
Banks Peninsula resident with homes in
Lyttelton, Holmes Bay, and a shared place
at Otanerito. With her partner Tina Troup
she has been supporting conservation projects
on the Peninsula for over 30 years and has
recently signed a BPCT Conservation
Covenant Deed protecting the biodiversity
found at their Holmes Bay property in
perpetuity. In her professional life Penny
was the National Librarian and CEO of the
National Library of NZ, Te Puna Matauranga
o Aotearoa, 2003-2010. She was also
University Librarian at Macquarie University
in Sydney and Emeritus Professor of Digital
Knowledge Systems at Lincoln University
and University Librarian.
(Appointed 1 March 2021).

Ingrid Kerr is a chartered accountant
working as Chief Financial Officer for
construction firm Armitage Williams.
She lives on Mt. Pleasant and enjoys
a family holiday home in French Farm.
Paul Bingham is Executive Chair of Digital
Marketing Platform Shuttlerock,
Chair and fifty percent shareholder of Banks
Peninsula’s Black Cat Cruises, a Director
of Ngai Tahu Tourism and Trustee of
The Christchurch Foundation. He recently
retired from the Air New Zealand board
and served as Director at Tourism New
Zealand and Chair of Christchurch and
Canterbury Tourism. Paul’s career has
spanned marketing roles in a range of
companies, he led Black Cat Cruises for 15
years as Managing Director. Paul’s family
lived in Diamond Harbour and Akaroa and
has been based in Asia, the UK, and the US
before returning to live in New Zealand 20
years ago.

Amy Carter is CEO of The Christchurch
Foundation. She is also chairperson at public
relations firm Perception PR & Marketing.
Her communications and public relations
experience includes work with some of
New Zealand’s iconic charitable organisations including Surf Life Saving New Zealand,
Swimming New Zealand, and St John. Amy
lives with her family at Taylor’s Mistake and
has been involved with the Trust since 2011.

David Miller lives in Decanter Bay, where
he has owned his farm since 2001, and was
one of the earliest covenantors with the Trust.
David has a background in clinical psychology and public health. He has worked in
these fields in many regions for the United
Nations and as the Ombudsman for
the World Health Organisation and the
Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB, and
Malaria, in Geneva.

Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust Trustees past and
present gather in Decanter Bay to mark the retirement
of Mark Christensen and Pam Richardson.
Photo credit: Julie Chandelier
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Edward Aitken lives in Pigeon Bay with
wife Penny on a 1100ha sheep and beef
breeding property. This developed farm is
now managed by son Angus in conjunction
with an intensive farm in North Canterbury.
Farm stay accommodation is available and
Edward is a director and shareholder of
marine farming companies in the area.
Edward has had many years involvement,
with Federated Farmers, in the District Plan
process, out of which evolved the Trust.

Annabel Craw owns and operates
Ridgecliff, a 420 ha hill country sheep and beef
property with her husband Hamish and three
children in Chorlton. Alongside the farming
business they operate Accrington Farmhouse
a heritage accommodation property. Prior to
farming Annabel worked in agricultural consultancy and facilitation as well as marketing and
advertising. (Appointed 1 March 2021).
Mark Christensen (Chair) is a natural
resources lawyer, specialising in biodiversity
issues. He became involved with the Trust when
working on a Ministerial Advisory Committee
on the protection of biodiversity on private
land. (Retired 1 March 2021).

Kate Whyte lives with her family in
Lyttelton. She has significant experience
managing ecological restoration projects
on the Peninsula. Kate has been actively
involved in the Trust’s work since its
inception and is committed to ensuring
it remains a community-led organisation.

Pam Richardson farms in partnership
with husband Ian and son Andrew a 710
hectare Banks Peninsula hill country property. In 2007 they won a Ballance Farm
Environment Land and Life Award. Pam is
a founding member of the Banks Peninsula
Conservation Trust and Chairperson of the
Feral Goat Eradication Working Group.
(Retired September 2020).

Philip Helps resides in Port Levy. Married
to Jane, they have jointly farmed their Port
Levy property for in excess of 40 years.
Other interest includes active involvement in
a marine farming partnership. Philip’s family
has had a continuous association with the
land as farmers on Banks Peninsula, dating
back to the late 1830s. Philip is an active
member within the Banks Peninsula branch
of Federated Farmers.

Maree Burnett – General Manager
Sarah Bisley – Administrator
Marie Neal – Covenants Officer
Sophie Hartnell – Volunteer Coordinator
Alice Webster – Wildside Coordinator
Sarah Wilson – Pest Free Banks Peninsula
(PFBP) Project Leader
Tim Sjoberg – PFBP Elimination Programme
Senior Team Leader
Mark Le Lievre – PFBP Elimination
Programme Team Leader
John Williamson – PFBP Elimination
Programme Team Leader

Jack Gibbs (Deputy Chair) lives within
the area of the Wildside Project beyond
Akaroa with his wife Charlotte. Twenty
percent of their 240ha property is now
dedicated Reserve.
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
Kia ora Koutou
It is an enormous pleasure to offer my reflections as the new Chairperson of the Banks
Peninsula Conservation Trust (BPCT). Banks
Peninsula is my home, and it is a landscape
and community for which I have a deep love
and connection. I have admired and supported the work of BPCT throughout the 20
years of its history. Over these years I have
seen the work of the Trust help to make a
real difference protecting and caring for the
distinctive biodiversity of Banks Peninsula.

We are working more closely with the
agencies ECAN/DOC/CCC/SDC and their
ongoing support is hugely appreciated.
We also acknowledge with gratitude the
generous individual donations and bequests
from those who value the work the Trust does.

Mark Christensen has made a defining
contribution to the BPCT. As our Chair, Mark
worked tirelessly to position the Trust to be
an effective leader and collaborator and, in
doing so, has helped to ensure that more of
the unique biodiversity on Banks Peninsula is
protected and managed in perpetuity. Mark
was instrumental in the establishment
of the Trust, he championed the development
of the 2050 Ecological Vision for Banks
Peninsula, and most recently his relentless
enthusiasm and passion has been evident in
leading the establishment of the Te Kākahu
Kahukura project in the Southern Port Hills.
All associated with BPCT wish to thank Mark
for the outstanding contribution he has made.

While funding pressures were a constant
concern for us during the year, we have
been proactive in addressing this. The Trust
was delighted to enter into a multi-year partnership with Lyttelton Port Company (LPC)
as our principal sponsor during 2020. We
have had a long-standing relationship with
LPC and have been impressed with their
aspiration to contribute to meaningful
biodiversity gains on the Peninsula.
Strengthening our relationship was a natural
next step for both parties. We are fortunate
to have a range of wonderful corporate
partners which are highlighted later in this
report and we couldn’t deliver the
programmes we do without their support.

Finally, I want to acknowledge the
wonderful staff who carry out the main work
of the Trust with outstanding commitment.
Our exceptional General Manager Maree
Burnett has brought together a very
special team who are dedicated, expert, and
completely focussed on enabling the distinctive
indigenous biodiversity on Banks Peninsula to
flourish. It is an absolute pleasure to support
their efforts.

Incoming BPCT Chair Penny Carnaby toasts the
Trust during the 20th birthday celebrations at
Orton Bradley Park. Photo credit: Tony Benny

In just about every bay from mountain to the
sea, landowners on the Peninsula are
carefully balancing the need to make a living
with caring for the special environment
around them. For twenty years the Trust has
stood alongside the landowners and broader
community, providing support and advice on
covenanting options, pest and weed control,
and strategies that assist these decisions.
My partner Tina and I have recently placed
a BPCT covenant on part of our place at
Holmes Bay. It is incredibly special to know
that the land and its native vegetation cover
will be protected forever.
One of the signatures of the Trust is the ability
to bring together effective collaborations
between landowners, agencies, Rūnanga,
other aligned organisations, and volunteers
– all who work together to help nature to
thrive on all parts of Banks Peninsula.
By working together, we can do more to
foster biodiversity, and I am pleased to say
the power of the team is alive and well in all
the work BPCT carries out.

BPCT Chair Penny Carnaby and Kim Kelleher (LPC)
formally announce Lyttelton Port Company as the
Trust’s principal sponsor. Photo credit: Tony Benny

It has been a watershed year for the Trust.
It is a year when we recognised with much
gratitude the many years of outstanding service and leadership provided by Mark Christensen as chair (retired 1 March 2021); we
celebrated our 20th birthday; and we saw
the eight goals in the 2050 Ecological Vision
for Banks Peninsula furthered through effective partnerships and collaborations. We
have reported on progress on these goals
throughout this Annual Report. It was also
a year where Covid 19 affected all aspects
of our lives, and we experienced an extreme
dry period on the Peninsula which highlighted
concerns about climate trends.

Each of the eight goals outlined in the 2050
Ecological Vision for Banks Peninsula guides
the activities of the Trust. During the year
it was particularly pleasing to see Goal 8,
the vision of a Pest Free Banks Peninsula,
gain significant momentum thanks to a large
grant of $5.11M from Predator Free 2050
Ltd. The Trust is the coordinating partner for
the Pest Free Banks Peninsula programme
and there is no doubt that this project,
involving fourteen partner organisations,
is both exciting and complex for us. At the
end of the financial year we had recruited
four senior staff to support the delivery of
the Pest Free Banks Peninsula elimination
programme and were well on the way to
recruiting further field staff. Work has begun
to engage with the community and finalise
the elimination strategy for the operation
being undertaken in the Extended Wildside
(Akaroa and surrounds) area and Kaitorete.

Above all, I wish to highlight the importance
of the people engaged in the work of the
Trust. I want to acknowledge the many landowners on Banks Peninsula who are
committed to caring for the biodiversity on
their land and who choose to covenant areas
to protect these natural values in perpetuity;
also the BPCT Trustees who contribute their
expertise and time to help the Trust to
succeed. I want to thank and acknowledge
the local Rūnanga and other aligned organisations who collaborate so generously with
us. All these contributors to the Trust make it
an inspirational organisation to be part of.

Manaaki whenua, Manaaki tangata,
haere whakamua.
Care for the land, care for the people,
go forward.

In March we celebrated the Trust’s 20th
birthday. It was a wonderful occasion, and
a chance to reflect on the considerable
progress made, as well as thanking all those
who have been part of BPCT’s history.
From landowners on Banks Peninsula to the
dedicated staff who have worked for the
Trust; Rūnanga; the supportive agencies and
aligned organisations; and many volunteers;
all have contributed to BPCT’s journey.
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Penny Carnaby
Chair
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CONGRATULATORY LETTER FROM HUGH WILSON
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CELEBRATING TWENTY YEARS
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2050 ECOLOGICAL VISION
FOR BANKS PENINSULA / TE PĀTAKA O RĀKAIHAUTŪ (including Port Hills)

GOAL ONE – ALL OLD GROWTH REMNANTS OF BANKS PENINSULA
FOREST COVER ARE PROTECTED AND APPROPRIATELY MANAGED

It is our vision to…

Wairewa Covenant
Lying at the Head of Western Valley right
below Trig PP (684m), this remnant forest
protection covers just over 11 hectares.
Across an adjacent gully naturally protected
from stock grazing by steep bluffs lies a second
significant protection Wairewa Extension
(six hectares). Landowners Matt and Sue
Latham are now working with the Trust to
protect a third large area which will connect
all of these together. In the future they aim to
protect the entire catchment – an amazing
legacy and wonderful conservation outcome
for both landowners and the local Little River
community.

create an environment in which the community values, protects and cares for the biodiversity,
landscape and special character of Banks Peninsula / Te Pātaka o Rākaihautū.
To pursue our vision we have adopted eight conservation goals for 2050. The goals are aspirational but
achievable and are used to guide all conservation management work, and should result in a substantial
improvement in the state of indigenous biodiversity on the Peninsula by 2050.

It was a pleasure to revisit this covenant earlier
in the year as part of the covenant support
and engagement programme with student
volunteer Fiona Porter, and well worth the long
steep access effort. We felt very privileged
to see it, and hear the incredible birdsong in
this magnificent untouched forest first hand.

Ecologist Geoff Walls commented that this
covenant contains one of the best remaining
stands on the peninsula of big old Hall’s
tōtara, which dominate this upland forest
patch. There are also many big mataī trees.
In the subcanopy and gaps where old trees
have fallen are lancewood, tarata (lemonwood), narrow-leaved lacebark, kaikōmako,
tree fuchsia, broadleaf, mapou (red matipo),
māhoe, horopito (pepper tree) and
Coprosma linariifolia. Many of these trees
are exceptionally large.

Ancient podocarp forest in Wairewa covenant.
Photo credit: Marie Neal

During November, walkers were fortunate
to visit this covenant, in a joint event between
the Trust and the Banks Peninsula Walking
Festival. They enjoyed magnificent views of
Akaroa Harbour, a 360-degree view of the
peninsula landscape, and the Kaikoura ranges
from the peak and bluffs.
This certainly made the significant climb
up through the gully alongside the original
covenant well worth it. Thanks to Dr Susan
Wiser from Landcare Research for sharing her
knowledge of interesting rocky outcrop plants
along the way. It was fitting given that this
was the first site Dr Wiser surveyed 20 years
ago, when first arriving from the US.

Primeval feel under Wairewa forest.
Photo credit: Marie Neal

Hugh Eaton and Kit Grigg at Duvauchelle
Peak trig 738m on Catherine Marshall
Reserve. Photo credit: Marie Neal
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Nelcimor Covenant
Nelcimor is a very special 11.6 hectare new
covenant near upper Flea Bay Road, below
Misty Peaks Reserve and across from
Tutakakahikura Scenic Reserve.
It encompasses the last red beech stand on
the Peninsula to be formally protected.
In addition to many magnificent original red
beech trees, the diversity of flora and fauna
is especially rich. This covenant also provides
an excellent example of natives regenerating rapidly through gorse on the forest
edges. Māhoe (whiteywood) is particularly
quick to recolonize here.

With the surrounding area now fully fenced,
these valuable species can expand their
abundance and distribution outward.
This in turn, together with pest control the
owners are carrying out will enhance bird,
lizard and invertebrate life in the area
significantly. Currently less-common
palatable species such as kawakawa,
pigeonwood and fivefinger will become
noticeably more abundant first.
In addition to red beech Fuscospora fusca,
notable plant species are many. Akaroa
daisy Celmisia mackaui was noted here
by Hugh Wilson. During her more recent
survey of the area, ecologist Melissa Hutchison
recorded 25 native fern species, a variety of
native orchid, herb, grass and sedge species
in the forest understorey, including Azorella
hookeri, spider orchid Corybas trilobus,
green-hooded orchid Pterostylis graminea,
grass lily Arthropodium candidum, hairy
buttercup Ranunculus reflexus, native
chickweed Stellaria parviflora, bush rice
grass Microlaena avenacea, and hook grass
Uncinia uncinata.

The covenant includes a key waterway
flowing into Damon’s Bay and a small but
valuable rocky outcrop ridge. Steep areas
inaccessible to stock within the gully have
acted as important reservoirs housing an
array of unusual and uncommon plant species.
Historically the core area has been spared
from fire and logging.

Four significant native plant species
classified as Threatened or At Risk
Nationally were found: Banks Peninsula fork
fern Tmesipteris horomaka, white mistletoe/
pirita, Banks Peninsula hebe Hebe strictissima
and white climbing rātā Metrosideros diffusa.
Only one plant of Banks Peninsula fork fern
was seen growing on the trunk of a rough
tree fern in the beech forest.
This species is endemic to Banks Peninsula
and has only been found at 10 other sites,
so this is an exciting new location record for it.

Bird species recorded include kingfisher,
grey warbler, bellbird, welcome swallow,
silvereye, kererū, morepork, brown creeper,
fantail, and tomtit. It is likely that tūī frequent
the area.
Nelcimor provides an important ecological
stepping stone improving connectivity of
remnant and regenerating forest patches in
the wider landscape and is an integral part
the Wildside programme area.

Melissa and a specialist colleague also
surveyed many of the lesser recognised
native moss, liverwort, and lichen species.
They found 40 species of lichens alone.
Lichens can occur on trees, leaves or foliage
of plants, and on rocks.

Magnificent original forest red beech tree in
Nelcimor Reserve Photo credit: Marie Neal

Magnificent original forest red beech tree in
Nelcimor Reserve. Photo credit: Marie Neal
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GOAL TWO – RARE ECOSYSTEMS ARE PROTECTED AND
APPROPRIATELY MANAGED
Catherine Marshall Reserve Covenant
Catherine Marshall Reserve is an extension
of the Duvauchelle Peak gully covenant
originally developed with Evan and Viv
Marshall in 2015. Current landowners Mike
and Ruth Williams have worked with the
Trust over recent years to include the iconic
Peak itself (738m above sea level) plus the
magnificent rocky outcrop bluff shelf system
standing before it. The 4.2 hectare area was
registered in December.
The protection of this ridgeline character,
highly visible from all around the Akaroa
Harbour Basin, will provide both a fantastic
legacy for future generations landscape-wise,
and valuable ecological gains through
protection of such a sensitive rocky outcrop
ecosystem.

Fauna and flora in the 19 hectare gully covenant have been thoroughly studied by botanist Hugh Wilson, ecologist Melissa Hutchison
and herpetologist Marieke Lettink. Though
many of the plant species are only suited to
this lower area, it is expected with effective
pest control and habitat regeneration in the
new area, that some appropriately adapted
plant and lizard species will migrate up into it.
Birdlife is abundant which will aid a more
rapid spread through seed dispersal.
Birdsong is impressive and includes calls from
many species; tūī, kererū, bellbird, tomtit,
riroriro (grey warbler), fantail, brown creeper,
silvereye, bellbird, chaffinch, skylark,
welcome swallow and harriers. Hopefully in
the future karearea NZ falcon will take up
residence in the rocky stack habitat.

In addition to providing magnificent views
of Akaroa Harbour and the vast Peninsula
landscape beyond, this covenant hosts many
unusual and unique species of rocky outcrop
flora and fauna. These rare ecosystems dotted across the Peninsula are home to at least
four of Banks Peninsula’s eight endemic
species – meaning they occur naturally
here and nowhere else in the world. They
include Banks Peninsula blue tussock Festuca
actae, Banks Peninsula sun hebe Heliohebe
lavaudiana, the Hebe Hebe strictissima,
and Banks Peninsula forget-me-not Myosotis
australis var lytteltonensis. Susan Wiser,
specialist rocky outcrop botanist based at
Landcare Research has recorded many
other little-known, tiny, or obscure plant
species and lichens in her various visits over
the past 20 years here which she shared on
a spectacular covenant walk last year.

Now that stock are excluded from the peak
and bluff area, ground disturbance by animals
will not disrupt species colonization as it did
before. Extensive boulder fields and scattered
ancient tree trunk and log remnants will
provide perfect habitat for lizards and insects,
and in the absence of grazing stock, shrub
regeneration in particular can effectively take
place as an important first-successional wave.
Many Coprosma species, collectively known
as ‘mingi mingi’ and ‘miki miki’ plus tough
porcupine shrubs are especially good habitat
for geckos. Since completion of the fence in
December 2020, many tough shrub species
are noticeably emerging and establishing
faster through grass as they aren’t being
nibbled at.
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A recent lizard pilot-study by Ecology NZ
recorded very little lizard activity on the new
reserve. This baseline snapshot will be revisited in five years time when regeneration has
advanced, and significant pest control will
have been carried out. Introduced predators
including feral cats, rats, mustelids, mice, and
hedgehogs, plus possums, have adverse
impacts on native fauna and flora; lizards,
birds, and invertebrates, and the plants they
depend on.
Mike and Ruth are keen trappers and looking forward to applying new skills, tools
and knowledge in the reserve. Additionally,
this area falls just within the new Extended
Wildside Elimination Programme boundary,
meaning over coming years there will be
intensive pest control undertaken as part of
the Pest Free Banks Peninsula programme.
The future is looking bright for Catherine
Marshall Reserve.
Langer Reserve
Our Volunteer Programme continues to work
with Year 10 students from Christ’s College as
part of the school’s Service Week encouraging
students to give back to their community.
Langer Reserve has seen some of these
students assist Robin Burleigh, Trustee and
caretaker, to manage weeds at the
covenant. Robin emphasises that the Josef
Langer Trust is all about conservation,
recreation, and education.
The distinctive rocky volcanic dyke formation,
Panama Rock, known geologically as a
trachyte dome is widely recognised as being
home to a rare associated ecosystem – a
unique set of associated flora suited to its
features. Because of its vulnerability, special
care is being taken to record, monitor and
protect the natural values of the area, whilst
allowing people to visit, experience, and
learn about these special features.
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Imposing rock stacks on Catherine Marshall Reserve
tower over Duvauchelle Peak gully covenant, housing
a myriad of unique species. Photo credit: Marie Neal

French Peak Covenant
Sitting just below French Peak itself, French
Peak Covenant lies like a horseshoe, wrapping around a prominent plateau outcrop,
clearly visible from the Hilltop, and looking
up from Barry’s Bay to the skyline. Like
Catherine Marshall Reserve, it is relatively
small (just under four hectares) but is highly
prized for its unique rocky outcrop features.
These are of both ecological value due to
the flora and fauna inhabiting them, and for
their spectacular landscape values.

Robin Burleigh works with Christ’s College
students. Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

This is landowner Tim Wilson’s third
covenant registered in December; the others
being Springvale and as co-owner of
Cooptown – Okuti. Several plant communities
are represented within French Peak covenant:
māhoe-kōwhai treeland, rocky bluff and
boulderfields, wīwī rushland, lowland ribbonwood- māhoe- round-leaved
Coprosma forest and scrub and exotic
(mostly browntop) grassland.

Hugh Wilson recorded this in 2009 to be
the only known locality on Banks Peninsula
for the gentian Gentianella serotina. This
occurs with snow tussocks and Dracophyllum around the bluff tops, and can be seen
flowering in Autumn. Other special rocky
outcrop plants iclude Anistome aromatica,
Raoulia glabra, Celmisia gracilenta, Earina
autumnalis, the tiny mistletoe Korthalsella
salicornioides (parasitic on dwarfed kanuka),
Leptecophylla juniperina, Raukaua anomalus,
Rytidosperma corinum, Hebe strictissima
(a regional endemic plant), plus several
fascinating lesser known mosses and lichens.  

Hauroko Covenant
Hauroko ‘Place of Wind’ is a rare ecosystem
at the end of Kaitorete Spit. The special
covenant is well supported by BPCT’s Volunteer Programme with several weeding bees
each year. These weeding bees focus on
the removal of exotic invasive plants which
will quickly outcompete the unique flora and
fauna. Students from Little River School assist
our weeding efforts here. It is fantastic to have
built this relationship with the school and to
share the unique ecology and fragile
ecosystem with the students.

South-facing Block A includes a steep rocky
bluff with dense and diverse vegetation,
mainly māhoe, tree fuchsia-five finger forest,
and includes a grassy area with many spectacular old tōtara stump reminders of the
magnificent forest that once was. It is heartening to see plenty of new young tōtara
trees and seedlings well underway which
will now be safeguarded in perpetuity from
grazing stock.
North facing Block B also has a prominent
rocky bluff ridgeline. Large boulders form
a boulderfield on the slopes below the rocky
outcrop at one end. In-between this and
a shallow gully on the western side of the
block with a seepage wetland, lie areas of
exotic pasture, which with special management will one day revert back to shrublands
containing mostly native woody Coprosma
shrubs. There are several smaller native
plant species growing amongst the exotic
pasture grass including bush snowberry, red
woodrush and alpine clubmoss.

This 18.7 hectare covenant near Birdling’s
Flat owned by Max and Liz Manson comprises regenerating shrubland just above sea
level along the coast near Te Roto o Wairewa
Lake Forsyth, and was one of the Trust’s first
covenants registered in April 2005.
Fascinating low growing native shrubs sculpted
by the wind include prostrate broom,
Coprosma and Corokia species, matagouri,
and porcupine shrub. Several other species,
such as scabweed (Raoulia), sand sedge
and Scleranthus are common, forming
compact mounds to survive the harsh
environment. Even drought-tolerant
ferns, mosses and lichens thrive including
Pyrrosia eleagnifolia, Triquetrella papillata
and Hypnum cupressiforme.

The rock bluffs provide micro-habitats for
a diverse range of native shrubs, herbs, and
ferns. Interesting botanical finds during the
ecological survey by Boffa Miskell include
the cushion daisy (Raoulia glabra), white
rata, creeping clubmoss and fool’s beech.
Banks Peninsula hebe was also recorded here.

Thanks to Robin Burleigh, Josef Langer Trust,
Christ’s College Deputy Principal Neil Porter,
and the Christ’s College students for
supporting our Volunteer Programme.

Hauroko is also home to several species
of skinks and geckos. Four of the five possible
lizard species found on Banks Peninsula
occur here enjoying the stony ground, shelter
from the tightly interlacing plant branches,
and the berries many of them produce.   

View over regenerating South Block of French Peak
to Akaroa Harbour. Photo credit: Marie Neal

Little River School students at annual Hauroko
weeding bee Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

Langer Reserve caretaker Robin Burleigh.
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell
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Marie Neal and Fiona Henderson, Anderson
Lloyd, catch up while weeding at Hauroko.
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

GOAL THREE – THE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN LAND AND
MARINE HABITATS ARE MANAGED TO SUPPORT VIABLE POPULATIONS
OF SPECIES THAT DEPEND ON BOTH
Banks Peninsula White-Flippered
Penguin Survey
White-flippered penguins are unique to
Banks Peninsula as they are their own morphological variant (previously regarded as
a sub-species) of the Little Penguin (kororā).
They are endemic to Canterbury as they
are only found here on Banks Peninsula and
Motunau Island. They tend to be larger,
have more white plumage and do not often
double clutch in a season compared to their
Australian little penguin relatives. They nest
in burrows and usually cluster together in
colonies, which are scattered around the
rugged coastline of Banks Peninsula. They
are regarded as a good indicator species of
the health of the marine ecosystem.

Their objectives were to estimate the total
population size of kororā on Banks Peninsula and to assess whether the population had
changed since the earlier survey; as well as
gather nest characteristics, occupancy and
locations of burrows. Averil Parthonnaud,
from Pohatu Penguins, led the volunteer
effort, pulling off a truly amazing community
science project.
Many a zoom meeting was held with
scientists and survey leaders to discuss and
review survey methods, health and safety
protocols, data collection, and methods
for identifying and marking active nests.
A robust and vigorous survey methodology
was agreed upon as well as a custom-built
smartphone app to ensure efficient and
accurate data collection. These methods,
health and safety, and data recording
protocols were shared with team leaders
at a training day in October 2020.

In 2000 – 2002 the Department of Conservation (DOC) undertook a survey, monitoring active burrows of kororā around the
Banks Peninsula coastline. Although some
of the larger colonies are surveyed approximately every four years, Banks Peninsula
as a whole had not been surveyed since
that original survey twenty years ago. With
Covid dramatically impacting the Pohatu
Penguin eco-tourism business (as well as
Pest Free Banks Peninsula (PFBP) about to
begin), passionate staff discussed how now
seemed like a good time to undertake another
full survey.

At the training day Dr. Matiu Payne, Chair
of Koukōurarata, also gave a fascinating
talk - sharing stories on the Maori relationship with kororā. Kororā were both kai for
the living and kaitiaki of their ancestors, as
they often inhabited the same caves that
many of the Koukōurarata ancestors were
buried in. He shared protocols for reporting
and respecting any Maori burial sites or
remains found during the survey.
The training day then migrated to Flea Bay/
Pohatu where the team leaders practiced
the survey method, using the phone ap to
record findings, how to use their GPS and
emergency beacons (loaned for the survey
by Track.Me), and any teams accessing
survey sites by boat or kayak received
kayak self-rescue training in the Pohatu
Marine Reserve.

Kev captivating his group at Pohatu with stories
of where kororā nests have been found, during
the kororā nest survey training day.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
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Frequent occurrence on the penguin survey – grovelling through bush and
scrub – here Joey, crawling out of the scrub. Photo credit: Alice Webster

A nest was considered active if: adults, chicks,
eggs or egg fragments were present;
and/or movement or vocalisations from
inside a burrow were heard; and/or
substantial amounts of faeces around/inside
a burrow were present; and/or nesting
material was present; and/or indication that
a breeding attempt was made this season.

• Active burrows were found as high as

200 meters above sea level and as far
away as 800 metres inland.

• The distribution of active nests at Pohatu/
Flea Bay and the type of nest is shown in
figure 2.

• The next largest colonies were Le Bons

The key findings from the survey so far are:

Bay with 142 active nests and Stony Bay
with 122 active nests identified. Figure 3
shows all the sites visited and the numbers
of active nests found at each site around
Banks Peninsula.

• 59 colony sites were searched by

transects (13 of those were new sites
not surveyed in the 2000 – 2002 survey).
Although this is only approximately 39% of
the known nesting sites on Banks Peninsula,
it includes the largest colonies.

• The community volunteer response was

incredible. Over 60 volunteers undertook
an estimated total of 1,176 survey hours.
Included 20 volunteers who each surveyed
five days and four star performers
who volunteered their time to surveying
on a whopping 24 days each!

• A further 70 sites still need to be surveyed
in the upcoming 2021 breeding season.

• Some survey sites were accessed by land,

for example bays with beach access, but
the majority of sites were only accessible
by kayak, launched mostly from volunteer
tourism boats.

• Not as many predated penguins were
found compared to the 2000 – 2002
survey.

• 1,617 active nests were identified with

• The population of seals around the coast

proof of a breeding attempt, therefore
an estimated 1,617 breeding pairs (3,234
penguins).

line seemed much greater this time,
making accessing some sites difficult or
impossible.

• The largest colony was Pohatu/Flea

Bay with 954 active nests found. This is
an increase from 717 breeding pair found
in 2000 but a decrease from the 1,264
pair counted more recently in 2016
(Pohatu is the largest colony and with a
passionate family and penguin tourism
business run in the bay – surveys are
undertaken in this colony every 4 years),
as shown in figure 1.
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An active burrow. Classic poop splatter example –
marking the entrance to a penguin nest, in this case
a rock burrow. Photo credit: Alice Webster

Mabel Hope Reserve Covenant
Mabel Hope Reserve registered in
March protects six hectares of regenerating
native bush, a small wetland, and a stretch
of Armstrong stream running through it to
the nearby sea in the floor of Flea Bay/
Pōhatu. Several beautiful tōtara and mātai
were spared in the early days from clearing
and so will also be protected in perpetuity
within the new covenant.  

Overall, there was a greater search effort
compared to the 2000-2002 survey at
many of the breeding sites such as Stony
Bay, with volunteers going well beyond the
rocky coastline and up into the farmland
and bush. This makes it difficult to compare
population estimates with past surveys.
Local businesses contributed a huge amount
of inkind support with tourist boats and
local skippers taking the survey teams
around the coast to just off from most of the
sites, which were then accessed via sit-on-top
kayaks onto the rugged rocks.
Figure 3. Map of Banks Peninsula with all the
survey sites and the number of active nests found at
each site highlighted with blue circles.
The red dots represent sites that still need to be
searched next breeding season (2021-2022).

Kororā – the big little penguin survey
documentary
‘Kororā’ – the documentary – weaves a
story about the huge community effort that
came together to undertake the little penguin
survey this summer. Initiated by James Nikitine,
Founding Director of local ocean non-profit
‘Blue Cradle’ who, with the support of the
Rātā Foundation and a community grant
from ECAN, was able to work with Kerepeti
Paraone from Rāpaki to create a 30-minute
documentary. This professional production
was launched at a screening at the International Antarctic Centre in Christchurch
during Seaweek 2021 to a packed house of
120 people. Since then, it has had screening
seasons at Lumiere Cinemas in Christchurch
and Ethels Cinema in Akaroa. Beyond the
scientific objectives of
the project, community
outreach was very
much at the heart of
the whole project,
with the aim of
increasing ocean
awareness around
the area.

Figure 1. Number of kororā breeding pairs found
in Pohatu/Flea Bay during three surveys undertaken
in the last 20 years.

Figure 2. Map of all the active nest sites found in
Pohatu/Flea Bay classed by their nest type.
The thin grey line indicates the searched area.

Lookout over Mabel Hope Reserve.
Photo credit: Shireen Helps

The new reserve falls within the Wildside,
a project the Helps family were involved
with from its inception. They are also the
proud owners of other existing BPCT
and QEII covenants on their working
farm. These areas have further valuable
connectivity to many other nearby protected
areas providing significant habitat and
healthy waterway linkages, including
Tutakakahikura Reserve (DOC), Misty
Peaks Reserve (CCC), and Armstrong Scenic
Reserve (DOC), plus the Pōhatu Marine
Reserve.  

A diverse range of broadleaf species and
vines are repopulating the area. Shireen
Helps is proactive in enrichment planting
using locally eco-sourced species which
would have naturally occurred there once,
prior to clearing and grazing. Many groups
have assisted in this work involving valuable
educational and community connections.  
White-flippered penguins kororā waddle up
from the sea to this haven and surrounds
to nest and can be quite noisy at night! The
Helps’ have put out many nesting boxes but
natural burrows in banks can also be found.
Shireen and Francis’s ongoing pest control
work in this area has resulted in a massive
success story for these delightful, iconic and
super special birds to the Peninsula. They
are one of the world’s smallest penguin species, endemic to Canterbury, and only breed
on Banks Peninsula and Motunau Island.

For their extraordinary services to wildlife
conservation, Shireen and Francis have
just received a Queen’s Birthday Honour
– recognising over 40 years of hard work
and commitment. Congratulations to them –
how lucky Banks Peninsula is to have such
committed, inspirational landowners.

The Grehan Stream inanga spawning habitat restoration project is a collaboration between the Trust, Christchurch
City Council and Environment Canterbury. Christ’s College students have contributed much mahi to this site since our
partnership with the school’s Service Week began.
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell
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Seaweek – Sharing Marine Science
and Seafaring Stories
Seaweek was a busy one in March this
year. Amongst movie screenings and other
events there were two nights of sea themed
talks in Akaroa hosted by Regenerate Banks
Peninsula.

The second night of talks was a night of marine science, with university students presenting their post graduate research relating to
Hector’s dolphins. Lindsay Wickman talked us through using a Bayesian multistate
capture-recapture model to work out an
updated estimated survival rate of the Hector’s dolphins around Banks Peninsula. Will
Carome presented his research on examining the relationship between tourism and
Hector’s dolphins in Akaroa harbor. Jesu
Valdes talked about her background in researching the unregulated effects of salmon
farming in the Chilean Fiords before talking
about her current research into the effects of
mussel farming on NZ dolphins. The presentations were concluded by a talk from New
Zealand’s top dolphin researcher, Liz Slooten, on her 30+ years of work on dolphins
around the Peninsula and future protection
measures needed to save NZ dolphins. It
was great to hear what is happening in our
big blue backyard with this second instalment (they also presented in Seaweek last
year) of what these students have been up
to. Part 3, Seaweek next year will hopefully
be the presentation of their finished thesis.

The first night had locals sharing their stories
of ‘Adventures in our Big Blue Backyard’.
A great variety of tales were told, ranging
from volunteering experiences on Campbell
Island surrounded by sea lions; the huge
community effort that was involved with
the summer’s Kororā/little penguin survey
of the whole coastline of Banks Peninsula;
local family history of whalers and their
transformation to conservationists; a local
photographer’s stories of life at sea and
role as a conservation photographer for the
Department of Conservation; kayak guide
experiences of incredible encounters with
marine species and advocating for how well
the Pohatu marine reserve works; and an
entertaining short film by local school kids
talking about the marine environment and
what they love about living around the coast
of Banks Peninsula. The night was dedicated to local Captain Julian Yates, who spent
10 years skippering for Black Cat Cruises
in Akaroa harbor and sadly passed away
leaving the community devastated. It was
a fitting tribute to a local who was passionate about the sea, conservation of Hector’s
dolphins and was an inspiration to all who
came on his boat.

Sally’s Bay Covenant Walk
Sally’s Bay covenant is a hidden gem,
tucked in a gully head between Kaituna and
McQueens Valleys. Brent and Anna Fisher,
owners of Silverstream Charolais Stud kindly
hosted 19 keen hikers in November as part
of the Banks Peninsula Walking Festival. The
42 hectare block was covenanted in March
2019. Ecologically it holds many plant species
classified as Nationally At-Risk-Declining,
At Risk-Naturally Uncommon, or ThreatenedNationally Vulnerable. The covenant also
protects a waterway flowing into Te Waihora
Lake Ellesmere.

Lunch was enjoyed under a massive ancient
tōtara, under which, incidentally, a huge
increase in kawakawa Macropiper excelsum
(pepper tree) seedlings and saplings was
noted. This is a great sign that palatable
species are recovering well following nearby boundary fence repairs to exclude stock,
completed soon after the new internal
covenant fences were built just under two
years earlier.
A highlight tramping out following the
waterway and boundary fence around the
rest of the covenant was seeing so many
lancewoods, especially regenerating fierce
lancewoods, now deemed At Risk-Nationally
uncommon.

We hiked up through farmland past the
woolshed near the Akaroa Highway taking
a couple of hours to reach the top of the
covenant for amazing views across the bush
gully and lake. There is a core of original
remnant forest full of incredible tōtara,
mataī and kahikatea, a plethora of mixed
broadleaf species, and a really diverse
understory assemblage. Unfortunately we
didn’t have the time to scramble into the
interior to see it first-hand, but took the manageable route around the whole covenant
perimeter to look back over it from the lower
side to fully appreciate its composition.

A special feature of this covenant is the
phenomenal regeneration through gorse on
bush edges. Gorse is a nitrogen fixer and
acts as a very efficient nurse crop for natives
to emerge through in certain situations,
especially this well-suited south-facing gully
with a plentiful seed source. As the natives
grow up, through and over the gorse
canopy, they outcompete it for light thereby
killing it. Thanks again to Anna and Brent –
everyone thoroughly enjoyed the experience.

Walkers enjoy view south to Te Waihora Lake Ellesmere from above Sally’s Bay covenant.
Photo credit: Marie Neal
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Weed Workshop at Luke Thelning
Reserve
Landowners Cynthia and Peter Thelning
hosted this collaborative BPCT – QEII Trust
workshop at their beautiful covenant nearing completion, just off Big Hill Road above
Okains Bay in October. The protected
area encloses remnant and regenerating
forest surrounding a key waterway flowing
down into Little Okains Bay and out to sea.
Luke Thelning Reserve connects to several
QEII Trust covenants below it on neighbouring farming properties as the waterway
winds down to the marine margin. There are
many fine examples of impressive remnant
lowland tōtara, and mataī, real features of
the covenant.  

The workshop primarily focused on these
two species – how to correctly identify them
and how to control them. A big thank you to
Di Carter, CCC ranger, Alice Shanks, QEII
Trust and Ian Hankin from DOC who
generously shared their expertise and
demonstrated various control techniques to
the workshop participants.
Though landowners are ultimately responsible for weed and pest control in their
covenants, the Trust can provide support
and relevant information, and in some
cases connection with contractors for serious
weed infestations. It is great that Antony
Johnson of Refuge Ecology will be carrying
out follow up work this season which will be
maintained by the landowners in following
years, once at a manageable level. Thank
you to Pete and Cynthia for your persistence
and for hosting the weed workshop for other
landowners in the community to learn and
benefit from.  

These landowners had great foresight in
temporarily fencing cattle out many years
ago. However, excluding stock has only
been half the battle in the journey to restore
this ecosystem. Intensive possum control has
been carried out and more is planned via
the Pest Free Banks Peninsula elimination
programme. Weed threats have been high on
the agenda – namely two of Banks Peninsula’s
worst forest weed species, sycamore and
banana passionfruit. Sycamore can tolerate
shade and therefore outcompete ground
floor regeneration in native forests. Banana
passionfruit climbs high into canopies smothering even large trees as well as preventing
young seedlings establishing. In past years,
significant control work was carried out
both in the QEII Trust and BPCT areas on
old seed-spreading trees and saplings. Now
follow up work is under way to ensure a
new wave of seedlings doesn’t unravel past
gains made (Sycamore seed can remain
viable for seven years).

Stony Bay Tītī Colony – From Srength
to Strength
Sooty shearwater/tītī once nested in their
thousands around the hills of Banks Peninsula.
Tītī are regarded as a taonga species by
Māori and were a valuable food source for
local hapū. However, the effects of historic
land clearance and predation by introduced
mammals, particularly stoats and ferrets were
devastating. By the 1990’s the number of tītī
colonies on mainland Canterbury had been
reduced to one on the headland at Stony
Bay – on the Wildside – on the property
belonging to farmers and conservationists
Mark and Sonia Armstrong. In 1998 – after
continually seeing the bodies of dead tītī,
killed by predators – Mark designed and
built a predator fence around the
colony. There is no doubt this fence saved
the colony from extinction.

In 1995 Kerry-Jayne Wilson from Lincoln
University started monitoring the tītī, joined
by the Department of Conservation (DOC)
in 2001 who took over the monitoring with
Christchurch City Council (CCC) when
Kerry-Jayne retired. Monitoring is done in
December when the adults are sitting on
eggs and repeated in April as the chicks get
close to fledging. It is done by threading a
burrowscope – which has a camera at the
end – slowly down the long burrows and
watching the images on a screen.
The colony increased from two pairs in 1998
to 21 pairs in 2008. This increase was not
just due to the survival of chicks but also
the colony was attracting passing tītī to stay
and breed. Unfortunately, the fence was not
100% predator proof. In 2004 a stoat got
in and killed all of that year’s chicks, and
again in 2008. The tītī breeding season
stretches over six months, a long time when
ground nesting birds are vulnerable to
detection from predators. It was clear that
a professional predator proof fence was
needed.

Adult tītī in its burrow. Photo credit: DOC

Alice Shanks QEII and landowners cut and paste
banana passionfruit vines under tōtara tree at Luke
Thelning Reserve. Photo credit: Marie Neal
Tītī chick in its burrow.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
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100 burrows, 65 of them active, the best
year since monitoring began!
Native shrub and forest species were planted into the colony area to recreate original
habitat, including adding rare species such
as Cook’s scurvy grass/nau (Lepidium oleraceum), which was extinct in Canterbury until
its rediscovery on a single rock stack off
Banks Peninsula in 2001. This plant naturally
grows in high nutrient soil amongst seabird
colonies and several plants have been planted
into the enclosure and are flourishing.
The tītī colony and fence are a successful
conservation story and are not only an inspiration for others looking to establish seabird
colonies back into their historic range but
also of how well nature rebounds when
pests are removed.

The completed predator proof cliff top fence,
including repairs to the earthquake damage
to the left hand corner.

With the support of Te Rūnanga o
Koukourārata and Te Rūnanga o Ōnuku,
DOC teamed up with the Banks Peninsula
Conservation Trust and started fund raising.
The story of the colony and value in building
a new fence was clear and these efforts
were a success. Contributions from the Josef
Langer Trust, Lotteries NZ, Environment
Canterbury, CCC and DOC saw the target
met. A new 256m long fence was built by
Pest Proof Fences in 2010 and doubled the
size of the existing protected area.
The earthquake in September that year
damaged the fence but repairs were made
that keep it predator proof. Eleven years
since the new fence was completed the
colony has gone from strength to strength.
New burrows are discovered every year
and in 2020 for the first time we counted

Hopes were high for a good season. The
BPCT Wildside Coordinator with Department
of Conservation ranger Oscar Ashton, and
new BPCT trapper Mark Le Lievre,
coordinated a more intensive trapping
programme around the hoiho nest areas to
reduce the risk of any land predation.  

Phil Crutchley (CCC) feeds the burrowscope into the
burrow, Carl Crofts (under the blanket so he can see
the screen) looks at the screen and gives instructions on
which way Phil should push or twist the burrowscope
and Graeme Page records the results.
Photo credit: Alice Webster

Can you spot the penguin? This nest was from the
same pair that were successful breeders last year.
Photo credit: Alice Webster

The rare Cooks scurvy grass flourishing above
a tītī burrow entrance.

Devastatingly, all chicks that hatched died
of diphtheria. This is the first-time diphtheria
has been confirmed in the Banks Peninsula
colony. Future management of the hoiho is
under discussion by the Wildside Committee.
The December 2020 tītī monitoring team from BPCT,
Koukourārata Rūnanga, CCC and DOC.
Photo credit: Alice Webster

Graph showing the consistently increasing number of tītī burrows that are occupied during the annual December monitoring.
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Hoiho Continue to Struggle
Two days were spent at the beginning of the
breeding season (October 2020) strategically
searching for hoiho (Megadyptes antipodes
/ yellow-eyed penguin) nests on the Wildside.
The search team consisting of Christchurch
City Council rangers, a volunteer vet, local
landowners, and the Banks Peninsula
Conservation Trust Wildside Coordinator
were absolutely delighted to find three adult
hoihos each sitting on nests containing two
eggs each, including the pair from last summer
that successfully raised two healthy chicks.  

Last summer’s only hoiho chicks on Banks Peninsula,
almost fully fledged with just the last of their fluffy
chick feathers remaining. Unfortunately this summer
no chicks survived to this stage.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
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GOAL FOUR – FOUR CORE INDIGENOUS FOREST AREAS OF
MORE THAN 1000HA EACH HAVE BEEN PROTECTED
The Wildside
The Wildside is a long-standing landscape
scale habitat restoration and predator
control project covering over 13,500 ha
in the South-eastern Bays. It covers multiple
land tenures and includes over 100 landowners. At the heart of the Wildside is the
Peninsula’s first established core area of
indigenous forest. Made up of Hinewai
Reserve, private landowner covenants held
with BPCT and QEII Trust, and adjacent
DOC and CCC reserve, over 3,200ha of
high value forest is legally protected and
carefully managed.

The native vegetation includes regenerating
forest, scrub, and open shrubland. Just a
couple of trees remain from the former forest
mantle. Threatened and notable plants on
the property or in the vicinity include the
speargrass Aciphylla subflabellata, white
fuzzweed (Vittadinia australis), jointed fern
(Arthropteris tenella), totara (Podocarpus
totara and P. hallii) and at least three mistletoes (Ileostylus micranthus, Korthalsella lindsayi
and Tupeia antarctica). The lower block
(B & C on the map) has secondary upland
forest of broadleaved (or hardwood) trees:
mainly narrow-leaved lacebark, broadleaf,
lancewood, mahoe, five-finger and tree
fuchsia, with lesser amounts of kaikomako,
kanuka, tarata, cabbage tree, putaputaweta
and mapou. There are two big trees of
Hall’s (mountain) totara at the foot of the
outcrop, reminders of the forest mantle of
the past. Some of the lancewood trees are
exceptionally large. Many of the trees are
draped in native climbers: pohuehue, native jasmine, bush lawyer, white climbing
rata and supplejack. Beneath the canopy,
Coprosma rotundifolia and horopito are
dominant, and the undergrowth contains
much ongaonga (tree nettle). On the ground
are numerous ferns, the occasional remains
of tree ferns (probably soft tree fern) and
various tree seedlings. The rock outcrop has
vegetation of gorse, hound’s tongue fern,
Banks Peninsula hebe, mosses and lichens.
During our site visit fern species, Blechnum
procerum, not listed in the ecological report
from 2010, was found, highlighting the
importance of these visits to establish the
health of the ecosystems within and to
celebrate ecological successes.

The Trust’s covenanting staff and Wildside
Coordinator work with the Wildside community to achieve their conservation goals
including habitat protection support through
our covenanting programme, assistance via
the Volunteer Programme where needed,
and a range of community education and
engagement opportunities. Some of these
are highlighted below.
Hayleys Heritage Covenant Visit
Haleys Heritage Covenant was visited as
part of the Covenant Engagement and
Support program in 2020. This covenant lies
within the Wildside 1000 ha core area, adjoining
Hughs covenant at its lower boundary;
and Hughs linking on to Whangairimu/
Fishermans Bay. Together these covenants
offer sea to summit protection and support
several ecosystems.

Volunteer Hamish Fairbairn cuts fallen branch during
visit to Hayleys Heritage. Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

Abundant forest floor regeneration at Hayleys
Heritage Covenant. Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell
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Stony Bay Covenant
Stony Bay Covenant, in the heart of the
Wildside, sits between Flea Bay and
Otanerito Bay, below Misty Peaks Reserve
and in close proximity to Pohatu Covenant,
Stony Bay Stream Covenant and Hinewai
Reserve. We were delighted to return to
Stony Bay Covenant as part of the Covenant
Engagement and Support Programme visits
late in 2020.

Graph of the pests John Stuart
caught along his Wildside traplines.

Last year however he hung up his well-worn
bait backpack and passed over the responsibility of the five Wildside traplines to Mark
Le Lievre – a local with predator control
experience who had recently come home to
the Peninsula. John had been ready to retire
for a while, but hadn’t wanted to leave the
Trust or Wildside landowners in the lurch, so
was delighted when Mark visited him and
suggested taking over his contract. Having
known Mark since he was a kid, John said
“I couldn’t think of a better person to take
over, he will do a great job.”

Retaken photopoints showing abundant growth
in the gully at Stony Bay Covenant.
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

The Trust and Wildside landowners celebrated John’s contribution to the Wildside and
his retirement with an afternoon tea party.
We are also delighted to report that the
present of a writing journal was just the prod
John needed to start his writing career, and
put pen to paper in the telling of many of his
entertaining stories from his years out and
about around the Peninsula.

This covenant takes in the mid reaches of a
small valley that drains into Redcliffe Nook.
It is essentially southeast-facing and rises
from about 120m above sea level to about
220m. The permanent stream is characterised by large rounded boulders and pools,
and there are rock outcrops on the slopes.
The covenant is clad in kanuka forest, with
broadleaved trees (mahoe, kowhai and
pigeonwood, with lesser amounts of tarata,
cabbage tree, broadleaf, mapou, tree
fuchsia and putaputaweta) in the humid
valley bottom and side gullies. There are
entanglements of supplejack under the
broadleaved trees and pohuehue drapes the
bush edges in places. The understory is now
dominated by kawakawa and ferns, again
highlighting the importance of stock proofing for the regeneration of palatable native
species.

Mark undertook mapping, servicing and
modernising of the Wildside traplines before
the Pest Free Banks Peninsula elimination programme was fully underway. Now this work
is continued by the new PFBP field team, for
which Mark has taken on a team leader role.
The elimination programme will move across
the Extended Wildside over the next five
years. In the meantime, Mark and the team,
continue to manage the five traplines around
the coastline to ensure the penguins and
other nesting seabirds have the best chance
of their chicks surviving.

Wildside Trapping – Changing a bit
more than just the bait
John Stuart has been trapping on the
Wildside for over 12 years. His coastal
traplines have likely played a meaningful role
in protecting the successful breeding of many
of our penguins and other coastal seabirds
over those years.

John Stuart rebaiting one of the many traps around
the Wildside clifftops. Photo credit: Alice Webster
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Wildside Wilding Pine Workshop
A Wilding Pine Workshop was held in
September at Cloud Farm – in the heart of
the Wildside, sandwiched between
Ellangowan DOC Reserve and Hinewai
Reserve. The aim of the workshop was to
demonstrate different methods of weed tree
control and to increase the community’s
awareness of the wilding pine issue and the
significant risk they pose to both farming
and conservation land on Banks Peninsula if
left unmanaged.
Attendees listen to Bob Webster explaining his
‘frilling’ technique. In the background, the standing dead remains of the Douglas fir plantation that
Cloud Farm landowner, Christo Trought, has drilled
and filled to allow for natives to regenerate.
Photo credit: Marie Neal

Four Peninsula landowners demonstrated
their favoured control techniques to give
others ideas of which technique might work
best for their properties. These included
drilling and filling, both with a larger
petrol-powered drill (good for larger trees
and easy access) and a battery powered
drill, better for challenging-to-get-to
wildings. Frilling with a tomahawk and
spraying were also demonstrated. The owner
of Cloud Farm, Christo Trought, demonstrated his unique and efficient chainsawing
and drench gun technique. Video of these
demonstrations can be viewed in the weed
pest control section at
https://www.bpct.org.nz/resources

• Forest Indicator Species Transects and

Extended Wildside Biodiversity
Monitoring Plan
With the Pest Free Banks Peninsula elimination
programme getting underway, we are keen
to understand how the pest control work
will support biodiversity outcomes over time.
A Biodiversity Outcomes Monitoring Plan
has been developed that will help us
ascertain how successful the PFBP project
is at improving native biodiversity. Monitoring of vegetation, birds, invertebrates and
lizards are all part of the plan. The biodiversity monitoring information will be important
for informing project management decisions,
demonstrating evidence of success to
funders, and importantly helping to educate
and engage the community about what’s in
their backyard.

Mistletoe Monitoring techniques
developed to monitor changes to forest
vegetation specifically caused by
browsing species. The techniques used
are simple enough to be undertaken by
local landowners and volunteers, and will
allow multiple sites to be established
across the Extended Wildside. After field
trials were undertaken the first sites have
been established and surveyed.

• Tītī, Kororā, Hoiho monitoring undertaken

and ongoing community monitoring of tui.

The plan has been developed in consultation
with the Wildside Committee, landowners,
local experts and ecologists. Our intention
is that the biodiversity monitoring techniques
used will be scientifically credible, repeatable and will provide sound data that can
be compared over time, while also being
achievable with limited resourcing.
Initial biodiversity monitoring actions undertaken since the plan’s development include:

Being able to monitor changes to populations of
native species - such as this carabid beetle Megadromus antarcticus - is critical if we want to know the
true impact PFBP is having on our native biodiversity.
Photo credit: Marie Neal

• Securing a University Summer Student to
undertake three months of invertebrate
monitoring, re-visiting sites previously
monitored 10 years ago, thanks to
Environment Canterbury and Lincoln
University funding.

• Twelve ‘Cacophonometers’ (long-term

bird audio recorders) purchased thanks
to funding from the Brian Mason Trust.
These will be established throughout the
Extended Wildside to monitor bird
‘cacophonies’ over coming years.

Lindsay Main demonstrating his favoured drill and
fill technique - using his compact impact driver to drill
holes in the trunk filling them with glyphosate from a
squirty bottle. Photo credit: Marie Neal

Ruth Williams trials the Forest Indicator Species
Monitoring technique in her BPCT covenant.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
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TE KĀKAHU

This is a voluntary landowner and community
driven initiative. It aims to facilitate and
co-ordinate native forest revegetation and
restoration on the Southern Port Hills. Around
the core area of regenerating forest, landowners are encouraged to plant native plants
and do pest and weed control in a way
which supports a thriving indigenous forest
plant community and allows native birds
and other native fauna to move through the
landscape.

KAHUKURA

Te Kākahu Kahukura is contributing to the
2050 Ecological Vision for Banks Peninsula/
Te Pātaka o Rākaihauti. While all eight ecological goals of the Vision are relevant to this
project and interrelated, Te Kākahu Kahukura
particularly supports the development of a
1,000ha+ biodiversity hub.
Born out of a need to restore the Port Hills
after the devastating fires in 2017, a working
group including local agencies, community
conservation groups, and landowners was
established to initiate a strategic vision for
the restoration of the area which spans the
Southern Port Hills from Victoria Park to
Gebbies Pass, from the plains to Whakaraupo/
Lyttelton Harbour basin, including
Ōtamahua/Quail Island.

Some of the work being undertaken by
Te Kākahu Kahukura project partners is
highlighted below.
McPhails Covenant
This covenant is a spectacular example of
regenerating bush within the Te Kākahu Kakuhura project area and was visited as part
of BPCT’s covenant engagement and support
progamme in February. The top fenceline
borders Orongomai Reserve, an expample
of joining the dots of existing regeneration
to achieve a biodiversity hub area of greater
than 1000 ha. The vegetation at McPhails
covenant comprises secondary-growth native
forest occupying a small gully below Cass
Peak near Allandale. Regenerated forest with
such mixed hardwood canopies and native
vines is common on Banks Peninsula, but very
valuable in terms of native plant and animal
biodiversity and landscape. An abundant
understory with many fern and climber species were identified during the visit, again
cementing the benefits of covenanting and
protecting areas of regenerating bush with
stock proof fences.

The vision for Te Kākahu Kahukura is that
the Southern Port Hills has a thriving and
resilient indigenous forest that supports an
abundance of native birds and invertebrates
by 2050.
The project area is already home to many
areas of regenerating native bush, on public
and private land. Te Kākahu Kahukura seeks
to join the dots, underpinning a resilient sea
to summit forest, a taonga for the people of
Ōtatahi/greater Christchurch, a legacy
project for future generations to enjoy.

Abundant understory growth seen at site visit at
McPhails covenant in February
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell
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Restoration continues for Lansdowne
A and B Covenants
The Volunteer Programme continues to
support landowners of Lansdowne A and
B Covenants, situated within the Te Kākahu
Kahukura area. These adjoining covenants
were both devastated in the 2017 Port Hills
fires & the Trust’s Volunteer Programme
works alongside contractors from Brailsfords
and volunteers from the South West Baptist
Church to restore the area back to native
bush. The good folk at Trees for Canterbury
continue to support us with the donation of
trees for this project. This restoration project
day in 2020 was featured on RNZ’s Country
Life programme, with journalist Cosmo
Kentish-Barnes interviewing those involved.

We are now in the 23rd year of the ecological restoration of Ōtamahua/Quail Island.
2020 saw volunteers planting another
3,000 trees to bring the total to over
101,000 trees in the ground. Cardboard
plant protectors were used for the first time
in 2020, and they have contributed to high
survival rate in spite of a very dry spring
and summer. Regeneration is happening
in the older plantings, and following the
discovery of fruit on tōtara planted in 1998
there are now tōtara seedlings surviving in
the understory.

Thank you to the landowners for their
enthusiasm and commitment to the project,
Steve Bush and Trees for Canterbury,
Stephen Brailsford and team for their support
and expertise, and the amazing volunteers
from the South West Baptist Church for coming
back each year.

Restoration plantings on Quail Island
Photo credit: Tony Benny

The island remains pest free with the exception of mice and deer. The island is protected
by a network of 98 DOC 200 trap boxes,
10 Goodnature A24 traps and 30 permanent
tracking tunnels. No sign of rats or mustelids
have been found on the island either in traps
or tracking tunnels. Rats are occasionally
caught on Aua (the small island between
Ōtamahua and Moepuku Peninsula).

Young volunteer from South West Baptist Church
helping at the annual plant out at Lansdowne A and B
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

In November 2020 we participated in the
Banks Peninsula wide penguin survey. 17
active kororā nests were found. This is still
down on the peak of 41 nests in 2007, but
an encouraging improvement on the 2017
and 2018 results. Native birds, notably
korimako, kererū and pīpīwharauroa are
also all nesting successfully on the island
and numbers are increasing.

Manon, Brailsfords and Andy, landowner, chew the
fat after the annual plant out at Lansdowne Valley
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell
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Summit Road Society Reserves Omahu Bush and Ohinetahi Reserve
Despite the challenges of covid-19, protecting
and enhancing the biodiversity of our reserves
remained a key focus over the year 1 April
2020 to 31 March 2021. Work included
track maintenance, weed control, predator
control, pest control and enrichment planting.

Weed control work continues with volunteers controlling broom, gorse, ash, thistles,
oak and many other weeds. In total for the
year we made 26 trips to the island with
327 volunteers participating.
Deer control is our top priority in 2021. The
resident deer population increased during
lock down in 2020 and they are now causing
massive damage. Although our 2021 planting programme will continue with 2000
trees due to be planted during August, we
will be taking a pause from planting in 2022
until the deer population can be effectively
controlled.

Ohinetahi Reserve
• Volunteers worked 2297 hours on track
maintenance, weed control and planting.
Spur valerian, Old Man’s Beard, spindleberry, passionfruit, blackberry, elderberry
and other invasive weeds are significant
threats to the biodiversity of the reserve.

• 1000 trees and plants were planted at

Ohinetahi in winter 2020. The reserve
is on its way to recovering after the 2017
fires, through a mixture of planting,
natural regeneration and sprouting.
Weeds continue to be a key challenge
especially in the fire affected areas.

• Volunteers undertook 363 hours of predator
control. 310 predators were eliminated
from the reserve over the 12 months.

Enrichment planting at Omahu Bush
during winter 2020

Omahu Bush
• Volunteers worked 661 hours on track
maintenance, weed control, planting and
fencing work. Weed species include
gorse, elderberries and thistles.

Living Springs
Even in a Covid disrupted year, Living Springs
has continued in its drive towards retiring all
the waterways of the Allandale valley from
livestock grazing Ki uta ki tai.

• 100 trees were planted in winter 2020 as

A 3.2ha pine forest was logged in September
and October 2020 and preparations were
made for replanting this area into an indigenous forest in the winter of 2021.

enrichment planting.

• Volunteers undertook 581 hours of predator

control. 416 predators were eliminated
from the reserve in the year 1 April 2020
to 31 March 2021.

A second major project was the Wilderess
forest planted in conjunction with Macpac. Upwards of 1500 riparian plants were planted to
create the Wilderess forest which will include
a walkway to the camp.

• Work continued on the deer fence at

Omahu Bush. This is part of a wider
programme to eliminate feral ungulates
from the reserve.

First day of the planting season

Selywn District Council
Selwyn District Council has funded pest and
weed control in the Te Kākahu Kahukura area
- with private landowners and the Summit
Road Society. The Council is also involved in
project planning discussions with landowners
focused on indigenous biodiversity protection
and restoration initiatives.

Plants being delivered ready for planting

Pine forest logging in preparation for an indigenous
forest restoration programme
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A third emerging core area
A third core area for Banks Peninsula is emerging organically in the Western Valley / Kaituna Valley
area. Engaged and collaborative landowners with an interest in conservation are driving this
emerging area, which is now showing significant contiguous protection across private land and
adjacent DOC reserve.

Te Kākahu Kahukura Working Group

Mark Christensen (Chair) – Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust
Marie Grey & Paula Jameson – Summit Road Society
Paul Devlin – Christchurch City Council

The proposed purchase of Mt. Herbert Te Ahu Pātiki (the Peninsula’s tallest peak at 919m) by the
Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust will add significantly to the protected area linking in to the South
side of the Lyttelton Harbour basin.

Craig Pauling & Peter Joyce – Te Ara Kakariki
Karen Banwell - Whakaraupō programme manager
Maury Leyland – Landowner
Andy Spanton – Selwyn District Council
Ian McLennan – Quail Island Ecological Restoration Trust
Denis Aldridge – Living Springs
Stephen Brailsford – Brailsfords
Paul Horgan – Ngāti Wheke
Kathryn Bates – Whaka Ora Healthy Harbour
Liam Foster – WSP
Hannah Duder – Christchurch Foundation
Sophie Hartnell & Sarah Bisley – Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust
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GOAL FIVE – LAND PRIMARILY USED FOR PRODUCTION AND FOR
SETTLEMENT ALSO SUPPORTS THRIVING INDIGENOUS BIODIVERSITY
Port Saddle Restoration Project
The restoration project at Lyttelton Port
Company’s (LPC) Port Saddle site continues.
This project is a, now long-standing, collaborative effort and successful partnership
between the Trust and LPC. The planting
and maintenance of the restoration project
involves working alongside Conservation
Volunteers NZ (CVNZ) Workskills crews,
volunteers from corporate partner Fox and
Associates, Enviroschool students from
Lyttelton and Heathcote primary schools,
and many of our volunteers.

Okains Bay Covenant Visit
The covenant support programme revisited
Francis and Paul de Latour’s covenant in
February. This waterway and protection of
secondary growth forest lies in a gully beneath Lavericks Peak enclosing just over two
hectares of upper Okains Bay catchment
between the Summit and Okains Bay Roads.

Other interesting plants here include hybrid
fuchsia F. excorticata, F. perscandens,
groves of impressive lancewoods, climbing
groundsel Brachyglottis sciadophila listed as
nationally threatened, and climbing aniseed
Scandia geniculata. Although fairly common
on Banks Peninsula, the latter is notable
because of its absence from many parts of
New Zealand. It has fine bright-green stems
and aromatic leaves when crushed.

Since it was registered in 2009 there has
been significant change. Early regeneration was documented by volunteer Denis
Blomquist two years after stock exclusion in
2011. It is usual to see obvious initial results
as ground floor recolonisation takes place
in the absence of grazing. In subsequent
years, the changes are more subtle as established species grow larger, plant density
thickens, and a wider variety of species take
hold. Birds, lizards and invertebrates attracted by good habitat offering suitable food
and shelter move in, dispersing new seeds.

This project requires considerable input from
the Trust’s Volunteer Programme due to the
intensive nature of restoration work and the
many weed species that require management. It also demonstrates the opportunities
to engage with local communities undertaking
conservation work in urban landscapes and
with public access.

Conservation Volunteers NZ Work Skills crew help
water thirsty plants. Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

Thanks to Kim Kelleher and Crystal Lenky,
LPC, Hamish Fairbairn & Donna Lusby,
CVNZ, Toni Watts, Enviroschools, Kate
Whyte and Tina Troup, BPCT ecologists, and
all our volunteers for your continued support
of this project.

Twenty years since that first visit, a really
wide diversity of tree and shrub species with
plentiful kōwhai in particular is striking. In
Spring the owners enjoy the gully ablaze
with yellow and alive with birdsong. Two tūī
have so far been spotted which is encouraging. On our visit we spotted the appearance of several white climbing rātā Metrosideros diffusa not previously present. Silver
fern recolonisation is well underway and it
was amazing to see lots of new seedlings
flourishing.

Impressive lancewoods at Okains Bay Covenant.
Photo credit: Marie Neal

Bioindicator monitoring is a key component of
our visits. Presence or absence of certain
species indicate how well the ecosystem is
regenerating and balancing. These plants
are highly susceptible to browsing and grazing
by pest animals, mostly possums. We were
thrilled to see almost a full house of the species
we look for: pepper tree – kawakawa, hounds
tongue fern, hen and chicken fern, fiver finger,
seven finger, various ground (and two tree)
fern species, plus green mistletoe.

Corporate partner Fox and Associates employees
after their annual weeding bee at Port Saddle.
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

Lyttelton Primary School Enviroschool students learn
about possums with Brent from Boffa Miskall as part
of their project day at Port Saddle.
Photo credit: Laura Jarvis

Unfortunately, we didn’t manage to find a very
rare, threatened plant recorded here by Hugh
Wilson; Shade nettle Australina pusilla. In the
future we hope to rediscover it and also look
forward to finding podocarp seedlings. A lone
six metre mataī was seen by botanist Hugh
Wilson in the 1980’s who noted possum numbers
were particularly bad then. This area falls into
the Extended Wildside area, which the Pest
Free Banks Peninsula elimination programme
work will extend to. Lowered possum numbers
will certainly help progress.

Bush corridor extending from Okains Bay Covenant
down into the bay. Photo credit: Marie Neal
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Biodiversity Planning on Farms
This community evening was held in August
as part of the Trust’s annual information
series for landowners and interested community members. Over pizza and a drink at the
Hilltop Tavern, 60 keen people heard about
ways in which landowners can look at incorporating biodiversity planning and monitoring into farming operations. It was great
to see a good turnout and such a range of
interest from the community.

It was pleasing to see māhoe and the small
leaved Muehlenbeckia complexa colonizing
small grass edge areas. Many types of
native vines festoon the bush, scrambling
up and over many trees, and though they
provide valuable food and habitat for native
birds and insects, some trees can become
smothered by heavy vine masses. Ecologist
Geoff Walls recommended a watching brief.
Some very large Muehlenbeckia australis
vines have developed due to the long thin
nature of the gully offering extensive light
edges this species enjoys. The owners have
cut some to gauge effectiveness and further
action may need to be taken to free other
larger trees, enabling canopy dominance to
outcompete some of the worst overzealous
climbers. We will keep a close eye on this as
it is highly labour intensive if not required.

Points and Brickeys Bush
Covenant Visit
There is very little intact dryland coastal
forest left on Banks Peninsula. Owners
Collen Stuart and Ross ten Hove had great
foresight in protecting these two areas back
in 2005. Together the covenants enclose
12.5 hectares running from near the top of
Dalglish’s Road above Le Bons Bay to the
coast down a winding gully.
The high ecological values of Steephead
Gully have long been recognised. Botanist
Hugh Wilson awarded the area an A in his
1980’s Banks Peninsula survey work assigning worthiness of protection scores – meaning “outstanding, of good condition, best
example in the District, of highest priority”
and it therefore earned well-deserved
official “Recommended Area for Protection”
status.

Some sycamore seedlings were spotted
which Paul promptly dealt with, recognising
the importance of preventing any further
spread. This highlights the need to remain
vigilant for the appearance of new weed
species into covenants. They are always
cheaper and faster to deal with before they
establish further.

Red Admiral butterfly seen at Springvale Covenant
during our visit Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

Thank you to Professor David Norton,
University of Canterbury for sharing his
significant knowledge on why biodiversity
on sheep and beef farms in New Zealand
is so important, and in particular on Banks
Peninsula. David suggested strategies to
achieve good outcomes, both in ecological
terms and to better meet market and regulatory requirements, which are ‘do-able’ for
busy farmers.
Thank you also to Francis Helps for sharing
his first-hand experience through farming
and developing conservation initiatives at
Pōhatu/Flea Bay regarding the opportunities
and challenges faced by landowners trying
to achieve better biodiversity enhancement
in their traditional pastoral farming systems.

Kōwhai in flower at Okains Bay Covenant
Photo credit: Kristina Townsend

Climbing NZ native shore spinach Tetragonia
implexicoma at Brickeys Bush
Photo credit: Melissa Hutchison

Fragrant tree daisy is at its northern limit on
Banks Peninsula, while several other species
are at their southern-most limit; Nīkau,
kawakawa, tītoki, native passionvine, pigeonwood, shining broadleaf, and Asplenium
longifolium. The only nikau palms north of
this gully on Banks Peninsula are in nearby
Lavericks Bay.

Points Bush protects a wide range of remnant and regenerating hardwood and
mixed-broadleaf species, including several
adult kahikatea, plus adult and adolescent
lowland tōtara, and mataī. There is a flourishing abundance and diversity of native
shrubs, vines, other climbers, ferns (including silver tree ferns), ground cover plants,
native grasses and fungi life. Ecologist Melissa Hutchison who carried out the survey
commented that the diversity of native species for a relatively small area is notable.
One interesting species found here, listed as
nationally threatened is climbing groundsel
Brachyglottis sciadophila.

Geckos, lizards and invertebrates including
cicadas and tree weta enjoy this environment.
Various small fruit-producing shrubs provide
a valuable food source for birds and lizards.
James Barnett, farm worker who we caught
up with on the covenant support visit day told
us about his impressive possum tally – more
than 700 possums killed over three blocks
in the previous 18 months. James was also
doing a great job on hares and rabbits. This
catchment falls within the Pest Free Banks
Peninsula elimination programme area, so all
this great pest control plus continued stock
exclusion will ensure continued success for
Points and Brickeys Bush covenants.

Several notable species are present in
Brickeys Bush and include fierce lancewood,
bloodwood Coprosma wallii, fragrant tree
daisy, Banks Peninsula koromiko, nīkau
palm, velvet fern, trembling brake fern,
climbing aniseed, scrambling fuchsia Fuchsia
perscandens, leafless bush lawyer, climbing
groundsel, New Zealand climbing shore
spinach, silver fern, native fireweed, white
climbing rātā, and the podocarps mataī and
lowland tōtara.

View down Brickeys Bush gully to sea
Photo credit: Marie Neal
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Wilding Pine Control
on Banks Peninsula
The National Wilding Pine Control Programme
(administered through the Ministry of
Primary Industries (MPI)) got a huge
funding boost last year, with the national
fund increasing from $10million to $100
million. A new Community Partnership Fund
was established as part of this increase and
was made accessible to community groups
(outside the main MPI management blocks)
to apply to.

A Banks Peninsula Wilding Pine Advisory
Group was established to oversee the management of the project. This group included
staff from the Trust, DOC, CCC, ECAN, the
NZ Wilding Pine Group, and chief wilding
pine control volunteers. Special thanks to
Lindsay Main, who contributed countless
volunteer hours helping with the funding
applications, site specific plans, and landowner consultation for every site. His efforts
made a huge difference to the success of the
project.

The Trust made two applications and were
successful in both. Our ‘Banks Peninsula
Reserves’ project was awarded almost
$200,000 to control wildings in and near
reserve land right across Banks Peninsula.
This money was allocated between three
main project areas – the Wildside, including
Ellangowan and Misty Peaks Reserves; the
Southern Bays Project, consisting of 12 sites
between Oashore and Squally Bay; and
the Te Ara Pataka Project, nine sites centred
around Mt Herbert, both on the Diamond
Harbour and Kaituna Valley sides. Contractors were employed to do the work over
summer and GPS marked over 3,000 (this
figure doesn’t include any of the seedlings
that were pulled or loppered) wilding conifer trees that were controlled, predominantly
Pinus radiata.

WILDING PINES
ARE INVADING

BANKS PENINSULA
INFESTING THE LANDSCAPE AND
THREATENING NATIVE BIODIVERSITY
PROTECT NATIVE
AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND

The second application received $160,000
funding to remove the last remaining large
coning shelterbelt trees in the Devils Gap/
Bossu Road catchment. This removal was
critical as volunteers have already spent
over a year controlling the wildings that
have popped up in the catchment’s native
bush.

WILDINGPINES.NZ

Wilding pines know no boundaries,
here one of the many Pinus radiata wildings
that established in Ellangowan Reserve.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
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Native vegetation
(here easily seen is Schefflera digitata) regenerating
underneath a killed stand of Douglas fir.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
Spear grass Aciphylla subflabellata
at Poranui covenant. Photo credit: Marie Neal

Poranui Covenant Visit
When botanist Hugh Wilson first surveyed
this six-hectare gully where Poranui Covenant now is in the 1980’s, he described the
following scenario: “Floor is totally bared
by grazing. Bush gives impression of severe
deterioration of interior in last decade or so.
Still some palatable species out of reach but
no regeneration. Interior is a disaster – total
destruction by cattle.”
What a long way this native forest has
come thanks to landowners Brian and Helen
Hutchison having the foresight to exclude
grazing stock from it and protect it with a
BPCT covenant in 2008. Poranui sits as a
fragmented bush remnant, with no other
protections nearby currently and really highlights the importance of protecting what we
have left in restoring ecological balance.

View south to Te Waihora Lake Ellesmere
from Poranui covenant. Photo credit: Marie Neal

Our support programme monitoring confirmed excellent regeneration throughout
since then, with marked increases in the
diversity and abundance of species, general
ground floor cover, and flourishing emergent young mataī populations being most
notable. Poranui also protects a spring that
feeds into Te Roto o Wairewa Lake Forsyth.
Fencing stock out will assist in a shared aim
with the local community and rūnanga to
improve water quality into the lake.

Volunteer Fran Johnson on photopoints at
Poranui Covenant. Photo credit: Marie Neal
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Working with Schools to Support
Indigenous Biodiversity and
Grow Kids Interest in Conservation
Akaroa Area School – Hammond Point
Restoration Project
At the end of 2019 Wildside Coordinator,
Alice Webster, met with Garry Brittenden, a
teacher at Akaroa Area School, to discuss the
possibilities of mentoring several senior students through 2020. Garry was keen for the
students to establish a positive environmental
project that they could take ownership of.
Since then the students have done a fantastic
job of initiating a biodiversity restoration
project at Hammond Point (a small, isolated
peninsula of DOC land) in Akaroa Harbour.

The group of students who initiated and
progressed this project received feedback
from the national moderators of this NCEA
project saying their work was above and
beyond the level required, and they can be
very proud of their work and achievements.
The restoration project also won first prize
overall in the Aoraki Conservation Awards.
This is a huge achievement and something
the students can be immensely proud of.
They have established a school legacy
project for the future which many students
will participate in over the years.

Volunteers and the students helped fencing
contractor Mark Le Lievre fence across the
short neck of the peninsula, with all the fencing
materials donated to the students by the
Christchurch City Council. The main benefit
of the fence is keeping stock out of the
reserve, where they previously had free
reign from the neighbours paddocks.
The importance of eco-sourcing plants and
maintaining them for years after they are
planted has been discussed. The students
have a planting plan from Hugh Wilson and
have arranged eco-sourced plants from the
Little River Community Nursery to start them
off, including $500 of free plants as the
students won a competition the nursery was
running.

DOC staff, BPCT Wildside Coordinator and the four
senior students from Akaroa Area School during
their first visit to Hammond Point. These students
went onto win the overall Aoraki Conservation
Award for this restoration project.

The senior students have undertaken several
planting days where they teach the younger
students how to plant the native trees. They
also built a roof and rain water capturing
tank system that was installed on the neighbouring farmer’s land with water now being
gravity fed all the way down to the planting
sites. A volunteer watering roster was set up
over summer which meant the majority of the
plantings have survived and are doing well.

Senior students teaching the junior students how to
plant at the Hammond Point site.
Photo credit: Alice Webster
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Akaroa Area School – Mentoring
Programme
Akaroa Area School runs an initiative
where every student is paired with a mentor
from the community. The partnerships are
designed to give the students a link into a
potentially different social group in the community, and someone else they feel they can
talk to as well as hopefully learn from. They
have tried to pair students to adults who
have similar interests or jobs the students
may be interested in.

Ethan resetting a DOC trap on the Wildside.
Photo credit: Alice Webster

The first session was held at Onuku Marae
and was great to meet not only the students
but also some of the other inspiring members
of the community who have also been
selected to be mentors (including Grant Ryan
from the Cacophony Project and several
well-known farmers from the Wildside). The
whole group introduced themselves, with the
mentors sharing what their job is or they are
passionate about, and the students talked
about what they want to be when they leave
school. One student stood out as he said he
wanted to be a farmer or work for DOC!
Two jobs that would have historically been
on opposite ends of a student’s ideal job
list. It is great that today these jobs can be
complementary concepts.

Okains Bay School & Duvauchelle Pre
School – Wildside Bug and Biodiversity Visit
In March, Alice Webster ran a session at
Okains Bay School (with visitors from
Duvauchelle Pre School) about the Wildside’s
special wildlife and what biodiversity
monitoring is. Bug boxes, borrowed from
Lincoln University, gave the students up
close examples of what some of our special
insects look like. The school was given two
weta motels and wooden discs. The whole
group ventured around the school grounds
to choose the best sites for them so the
students can now undertake their own invertebrate monitoring.

Ethan was paired up with Wildside Coordinator, Alice Webster, and got a day out of
school to join her doing a trapline through
Richard Simpson’s Wildside property.
He gained hands on trapping experience
and also saw the reason why trapping is
important when he spotted an adult hoiho
toddling up the beach.

Wildside Coordinator and some of the visiting
Duvauchelle Pre School guests being welcomed onto
Okains Bay School by all the Okains Bay students.
Photo credit: Jade Gardner

In March another student, Eden, joined the
Wildside Coordinator on a trapline to Stony
Bay on the Wildside. He was a natural at
trapping and got to see the tītī predator
proof enclosure protecting the nesting tītī,
learning how essential to their survival it is
to keep predators away from their burrows.
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GOAL SIX – RARE AND COMMON INDIGENOUS FLORA
AND FAUNA OF THE PENINSULA ARE INCREASINGLY ABUNDANT
Covenant Engagement and
Support Program
To date Trust staff have visited 60 covenants
as part of the Covenant Engagement and
Support Programme (CESP) introduced two
years ago.

Twenty years on since the Trust began,
and 17 years since the first covenant was
formed, we are now seeing obvious and
significant increases in biodiversity enhancement made through covenanting over a
longer period. Even the immediate effects
in the first few years after areas are fenced
off to exclude stock, allowing the understory
and palatable species to regenerate, never
cease to amaze us.

The CESP program enables us to connect
with, and support landowners. This is
particularly valuable for new landowners
who have purchased covenanted land.
It gives staff a chance to celebrate regeneration
successes, appreciate landowner commitment,
support new initiatives, and identify areas
of concern or uncertainty to address. These
can involve legal obligations, weed and pest
management and fence maintenance matters.

The importance of landowner commitment
to weed and pest management, and fence
maintenance is highlighted on these visits.
Old man’s beard, sycamore and banana
passionfruit remain the worst plant threats to
forest health. We are excited to see so many
enthusiastic pest trappers out there, whose
achievements, together with those of the
longer term Pest Free Banks Peninsula programme, will really enable the full potential
of these forests and rare ecosystems to be
realised.

Monitoring covenant health via photopoint
and bioindicator species surveys (presence
or absence) is a key component of CESP
visits. These simple citizen-science type
methods measure covenanting success over
time both quantitatively and qualitatively,
helping to demonstrate and document
ecological gains made through the covenanting process.  We are thrilled more landowners are undertaking regular photopoint
monitoring themselves, or are interested in
doing so in the future.

The CESP program also helps to inform
which covenants would benefit most from
extra assistance to achieve the best
ecological outcomes, and where the Trust’s
Volunteer Programme might be able to
provide support.

A huge thank you to our volunteers for assisting us on our CESP visits – Hamish Fairbairn, Fran Johnson and Lizzie Meek.
Included below are some excellent examples of covenant photopoint monitoring demonstrating positive change over time.

Stony Bay Covenant - the changes demonstrating ecological gains
made through covenanting between 2012 and 2020

Stony Bay 2012
Photo credit: Geoff Walls

Stony Bay 2020
Photo credit: Sophie Hartnell

Brickeys Bush forest floor showing change between 2009 and 2021 – A once grazed-out
interior is now covered in thriving shrubs including Coprosma species, māhoe,
and palatable kawakawa. The overhead tōtara has filled out significantly.

Brickeys Bush 2009
Photo credit: Melissa Hutchison

Brickeys Bush 2021
Photo credit: Marie Neal

Points Bush edge showing change between 2009 and 2021 – An exposed and open grazed
edge once used by stock for shelter under older trees is now thick with divaricating shrubs.

Points Bush 2009
Photo credit: Melissa Hutchison
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Points Bush 2021
Photo credit: Marie Neal
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Invertebrate Monitoring
A collaborative funding effort from Environment Canterbury and Lincoln University
ensured this summer’s invertebrate monitoring
was possible. Maryanne Walker, a summer
student, with support from Mike Bowie, a highly
dedicated entomologist supervisor, undertook this work. Untreated timber was donated
by David Miller and Mike Bowie, for the
weta motels. The Akaroa Men’s Shed donated
their time and tools, constructing all 120
weta motels at no cost. Christo Trought – a
local landowner and arborist – donated
several large trees which he chainsawed
into 72 equal sized wooden discs.
And all landowners asked, gave permission
and were keen for us to revisit previously
surveyed sites on their properties.
A great example of comunity-wide collaboration in action.

Pitfall traps were set out to collect
ground-dwelling invertebrates (mainly
ground beetles) at 12 sites previously
surveyed 10 years ago in 2011. Sites included:
Armstrong Reserve, Cloud Farm QEII covenant, Ellangowan Reserve, Fishermans Bay
Farm, Hinewai Reserve, Hay Reserve,
Kaik Hill BPCT covenant, Mt Pearce Reserve,
Ōtepātotu Scenic Reserve, Panama Rock
(Joseph Langer Reserve), Tutakākahikura
Reserve and Ōnawe Peninsula.
The aims were two-fold: to gather baseline
data to enable a comparison with invertebrate
abundance and biodiversity after the Pest
Free Banks Peninsula elimination programme
has significantly removed pest species; and
to see how ground beetle (carabids) ‘health’
compared to 10 years ago. Three control
sites were included outside of the Extended
Wildside area (Ōnawe, Hay Reserve & Mt
Pearce). One concern is that selective predator
eradication mainly for the protection of birds
may not necessarily benefit invertebrates,
so it is important to monitor all native biodiversity to be well informed.

The good news is that since the 2011 survey
the total numbers of ground beetles increased
by 16% and included the discovery of one
new species (in addition to another found
10 years ago). Hinewai Reserve showed the
greatest improvement in abundance. Unfortunately, not all species appear to be doing
well – four of the six Banks Peninsula endemic
ground beetle species have declined in
relative abundance over the 10 year period.

leaf-vein slugs and spiders, so allows arboreal
invertebrates to be assessed and are an
easy monitoring method that captures the
imagination of the public. Although several
motels were occupied by tree weta, it was
too early for complete colonisation by
weta. Wooden discs are another natural
refugia method that gives a snapshot of
ground-dwelling species similar to that of
pitfall traps. For example, the six-eyed
spider (Periegops suterii) was once thought
to be relatively rare but, the wooden disc
method is proving to be very useful and has
expanded the known locations where this
species exists. Both of these methods have
been left at sites and with the intention to do
further monitoring this coming summer.

The research team including Wildside
Coordinator, Alice Webster, also put out ten
weta motels and six wooden discs at each
site as non-destructive methods to monitor
invertebrates. Weta motels have been used
previously for surveying tree and cave weta,

Members of the Akaroa Mens Shed with some of the
many weta motels they made.
Photo credit: Julie Chandelier

A Banks Peninsula tree weta (Hemideina ricta)
in an old weta motel.
Photo credit: Alice Webster

Mike Bowie attaching a new weta motel to the native tree fuchsia. Photo credit: Alice Webster
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We are grateful as always for the huge
community effort that goes into keeping tabs
on tūī, and looking forward to catching up
with two years’ worth of new birds in 2021
and 2022.

As in previous years, the monthly totals of
banded birds sighted (open circles) show seasonal fluctuations but an upward trend, and
the population estimates similarly increasing
over the last several years aside from the
artificially low blip for 2020. (Also note that
this year’s graph does not include all monthly
counts for early 2021, as the data entry has
not been completed yet.)

Population Estimate with SE (blue dots)
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One sighting that generated a lot of buzz
was of a tūī visiting a sugar water feeder
in Mt Pleasant during lockdown. The feeder
was built by the observer’s father, Trevor
Bedford, whose feeders are in wide use
around Akaroa. The visiting tūī was unbanded,
but perhaps it was an Akaroa bird who was
going exploring and was pleased to see a
familiar food source?

Number of Banded Tūi Sighted or Radio-tracked (open circles)

Tūī Update
This year our tūī monitoring - like nearly
everything else - was severely disrupted by
COVID-19. Out of an abundance of caution,
we decided against attempting to band any
new birds in 2020, even though we know that
it will impact our population estimates for a few
years. Because of this, our current population
estimate may look alarmingly low, but we
know this is almost entirely an artifact of not
having banded any birds.
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GOAL SEVEN – AT LEAST TWO LOCALLY EXTINCT SPECIES
HAVE BEEN REINTRODUCED

2010
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2020

Date

Laura Molles
Ecologist

While we didn’t band tūī in 2020, there were
still plenty of birds around Akaroa (and
occasionally further afield) to keep people
entertained. Among the birds sighted was
11-year-old Louie, one of the original Maud
Island birds. Observers also shared photos of
birds throughout the autumn and winter
feasting on nectar and berries from both native
and exotic plants, and fledglings were spotted
around Akaroa in the spring and summer.
Louie, 11 years old, June 2020.
Photo credit: Laurie Richards

Kayos, July 2020. Photo credit: Laurie Richards

Bryn, August 2020. Photo credit: Sarah Ford
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GOAL EIGHT – PEST FREE BANKS PENINSULA
Several projects have been identified as
key priorities for the first five years; these
are highlighted below.
Extended Wildside and Kaitorete
Elimination Programme
Eliminating key pests from Banks Peninsula
so that biodiversity and communities can
flourish is an ambitious vision for 2050.
This vision has been given a significant boost
by securing significant funds to get started.
In 2020, two sister programmes were funded
by ECAN, Predator Free 2050 Ltd, and
Kaimahi for Nature (part of the Government’s Jobs for Nature fund). Along with
other local funds this has provided the basis
for a $10 million elimination project.

A vision for a pest free Banks Peninsula
/ Te Pātaka o Rākaihautū
In 2050 a cacophony of native birdsong
resounds across the Peninsula at dawn
and dusk. Indigenous plant and animal species thrive and Banks Peninsula, including the
Port Hills and Kaitōrete, is a taonga enjoyed
by the people of Ōtautahi/Christchurch,
Canterbury, and visitors to the area.
Pest Free Banks Peninsula/Te Pātaka o
Rākaihautū is a collaborative programme
to protect and enhance biodiversity on the
Peninsula through the widespread eradication
of animal pests. This community-led initiative
has been formalised through a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) signed by 14
foundation signatories in November 2018.
It aims to make Banks Peninsula /Te Pātaka
of Rākaihautū free of pest animals, so the
indigenous biodiversity can thrive and become
more widespread across the Peninsula and into
Christchurch City. Pest Free Banks Peninsula
supports Ngāi Tahu values, community
development and sustainable agriculture
and tourism.

The elimination objectives are as follows:
Kaitorete: elimination of hedgehogs, feral
cats, mustelids (stoats, ferrets and weasels)
and possums over 5,000 hectares; and the
Extended Wildside: elimination of possums
and suppression of feral cats, mustelids and
rats in areas of high biodiversity over
approximately 23,000 hectares.

A whole new team focussed on Pest elimination
has been recruited including:
Project Leader, Sarah Wilson, who arrived
in August 2020 just as the Minister of
Conservation announced $5.11 million of
new funding from Predator Free 2050 Limited.
Senior Team Leader, Tim Sjoberg, who has
extensive predator elimination experience.
Two Team Leaders, Mark Le Lievre (from
Akaroa) and John Williamson (from Lincoln).
A locally recruited field team of eight members
are now in place and have been intensively
training and engaging with the community.

Misty Peaks Reserve clearing gorse
to lay bait stations. Photo credit: Karin Bos

The PFBP team are working shoulder to
shoulder with the CCC and DOC rangers
to ensure good integration across the landscape and efficient use of limited resources.
For example, the challenging task of cutting
lines through gorse at the CCC Misty Peaks
Reserve to establish the control network is
being shared between the teams.

Misty Peaks Reserve clearing gorse
to lay bait stations Photo credit: Karin Bos

Elimination efforts will begin in earnest once
the partners (including iwi, landowners, and
agencies) agree on the operational approach.

The Field Team. Photo credit: Sarah Wilson

Key milestones have been achieved by a
hard working Project Management Group
(with key partners represented on the Group)
including developing an overall Elimination
Plan that encourages innovation whilst also
keeping all possible tools on the table.

Wildside
Eradication Area

Kaitorete Eradication Area

The Minister of Conservation announces a
$5.11M investment from Predator Free 2050 Ltd
for Pest Free Banks Peninsula
Photo credit: Tony Benny

Pest Free Banks Peninsula
Elimination Programme Field Team Members
Photo credit: Alison Evans
Wildside and Kaitorete Eradication Areas
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Information has been derived from various sources, including the aforementioned Council’s databases. Boundary information is
derived under licence from LINZ Digital Cadastral Database (Crown Copyright Reserved). The aforementioned Councils do not
give and expressly disclaim any warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or its fitness for any purpose.
Information from this web site may not be used for the purposes of any legal disputes. The user should independently verify the
accuracy of any information before taking any action in reliance upon it.
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Feral Goat Eradication
Two significant feral goat control operations
are underway – one in the Mount Evans/
Orton Bradley area which will be immediately
followed by an operation in the Kinloch area.

Te Kākahu Kahukura
This is a large scale collaboration of
landowners, residents, organisations and
agencies on the southern Port Hills.
Pest control is integrated into this
programme and is well aligned with the
PFBP Strategy, which includes the goal to
reduce to very low levels possum, rat, feral
cat, hedgehog and mustelid populations
in 1,000ha of the Southern Port Hills biodiversity hub by 2024. Current work includes
control to very low numbers in Kennedy’s
Bush reserve by the CCC and similarly by
the Summit Road Society (SRS) in Omahu
Bush reserve. Planning is underway to
extend the area of this intensive control to
include Living Springs and Gibraltar Rock
(also SRS). A small contestable fund has
been established to support the efforts of
local private landowners in this area.

Predator Free Port Hills
At least 4,000 households participating in
backyard trapping by 2024 is a key goal of
the PFBP Strategy. Predator Free Port Hills
(led by the Summit Road Society) is supporting
the community to achieve this goal. Currently
1,014 households have joined Predator Free
Port Hills.

A thorough process of working with landowners and getting their consent has been
completed. The operation involves an initial
muster of feral goats followed by a culling
operation. In 2020 the Mt Evans operation
was just beginning when the COVID Level 4
lockdown was announced. The operation
had to be shut down and a whole season of
goat control was not possible. Running two
large operations in one year is a significant
challenge but the partners have committed
the considerable staff time necessary to
ensure we can be successful. In forming the
2021 contract for the operation there has
been significant planning and contractual
development to address the risk of further
COVID disruptions. The operation should be
completed by August 2021. This will mean
that we are on track to eradicate feral goats
from the Peninsula in the five year timeframe
intended.

2020 was a busy and challenging year
for Predator Free Port Hills given Covid-19
restrictions. However, we adapted by focusing
on social media and moving to Zoom workshops, and in the process managed to reach
a new group of trappers.

Community trap building
at Diamond Harbour School

Key achievements over the year included:

• Predator Free Port Hills stalls at 16
markets and community events

• Trap building days at Halswell, Diamond
Harbour and Westmorland

• Four Zoom and two face-to-face
trapping workshops

• The launch of our new website and reporting
system www.predatorfreeporthills.org.nz

Work is also being undertaken by ECAN
this month to ensure all owners of domestic
goat herds on Banks Peninsula are fully
educated about their responsibilities under
the regional pest management plan. This is
to reduce the risk of future domestic escapees
introducing a new feral population.

• The roll out of a new campaign
“Sign Up Your Neighbour”

• Two electronic newsletters and regular
social media posts

• The launch of a trapping pilot in urban

parks with the Christchurch City Council

Trappers reported 1664 catches in the year
ended 31 March 2021 which brings the total to
5410 catches. (We expect this figure to increase
when additional reserve data is included).

Significant damage to forest understorey
caused by feral goats on Banks Peninsula
Westmorland Community Picnic Trap Building
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Members of the PFBP Project Management Group
and guests undertake a field trip to view the
Extended Wildside elimination programme area.
Photo credit: Alice Webster

PFBP Project Oversight Group
Mark Christensen (Chair, Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust)
Rik Tainui (Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu and local Rūnanga)
Mark Witehira (Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu)
Councillor Lan Pham (ECAN)
Deputy Mayor Andrew Turner (Christchurch City Council)
Councillor Jeff Bland (Selwyn District Council)
Nicola Toki (Eastern South Island Operations Director)

PFBP Project Management Group
David Miller (Chair, Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust)
Shaun Burkett (ECAN)
Paul Devlin (CCC)
Andy Thompson (DOC Māhanui Operations Manager)
Maree Burnett (Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust)
Marie Gray (Summit Road Society)
Jeremy Agar (Predator Free Port Hills)
Richard Ball (Independent advisor)
Richard Suggate (Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust)
Denise Ford (Selwyn District Council)
Laura Molles (Ecologist)
Paul De Latour (Landowner)
Matthew Hellicar (Cacophony Project)
Sarah Wilson (Project Leader)
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COVENANTS

OUR SUPPORTERS

The Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust
works with landowners to legally protect
important biodiversity and landscape values
in perpetuity through the covenanting process.
A covenant is a powerful legal mechanism
for protection that requires current and all
future landowners to manage the land for
conservation purposes.

Establishment of a covenant includes fencing
the area, ecological survey, land survey,
and undertaking the legal requirements to
register the covenant on the land title.
Landowners retain full ownership of their
covenant and manage it with advice from
the Trust provided through an ecological
management plan developed for each
covenant, and ongoing landowner visits
through the Covenant Engagement and
Support Programme.

The covenanting programme experiences
high demand from Banks Peninsula landowners
seeking to protect biodiversity on their land.
The Trust undertakes a careful selection process
that ensures covenants contribute to the
goals outlined in the Ecological Vision and
conservation funds are invested where they
will have most impact.

The success of the Trust is possible thanks
to the generous ongoing support of our
corporate partners and funders.
PRINCIPAL SPONSOR

FOUNDATION SPONSORS

As at 31 March 2021, 1511 hectares of
land are protected via 89 Banks Peninsula
Conservation Trust covenants.
GOLD SPONSORS

CORPORATE FRIENDS

FUNDERS
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